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High end carbon wheels available in every color
and design
Following the trends and market demands, FFWD Wheels is showing its high-end carbon
wheels in countless colors at the Eurobike 2019 trade fair for the first time.
Starting 1st of September 2019, bicycle shops and wholesalers can order FFWD Wheels in a
RAL color of your choice, with a minimum purchase of 30 sets. And not just the color can
be selected, it is also possible for bicycle shops and wholesalers to have the text, logo or
image of their choice applied to the wheels. The fact that the FFWD design as transfers are
baked into the carbon, guarantees the longevity of the design. Now, every bicycle shop or
bicycle wholesaler has the option of providing its own bike brand with their own striking
wheels or to design bicycles for promotional purposes using the above-mentioned option. For
professional and amateur cycling teams, the colored wheels are the means par excellence to
distinguish themselves as a team.
All models from the FFWD Wheels series, F3, F4, F6 and F9 (with 30, 45, 60 and 90mm rims
respectively) are available in any requested RAL color with a minimum order. The delivery time
is 3 months.
FFWD has delivered many special colors over the years, for example the Celeste option, but is
now also focusing on specific requests in smaller amounts.

Eurobike Booth number: B3 - 305
* FFWD specializes in designing and producing high end carbon wheels for the road, triathlon
and track disciplines , for both the professional and the enthusiastic cycling enthusiast.

ABOUT FAST FORWARD WHEELS

Building fast, strong carbon wheels: that was our goal as we started our company FFWD Wheels in the year of
2006. Craftsmanship, high quality and durability are our most important values. In a few years of time FFWD
Wheels has grown into a company with a global distribution network and a solid reputation.
All FFWD Wheels are handmade at our company in the Dutch town of Zwolle. Our wheel builders pay close
attention to every wheel. This leads to wheels which are feather light and strong as iron: FFWD Wheels are no
mass product. FFWD Wheels are of high quality, hand built in the Netherlands.
FFWD Wheels does not only produce high-end wheels for the Road, we also build wheels for the Track,
Cyclocross, Triathlon and MTB.
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